EQUIVIS HE
Highly energy-efficient hydraulic fluid

EQUIVIS HE
High Efficiency
is a high-end
lubricant that meets
demanding needs
for energy efficiency
and durability
over time.

OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE
Up to

5%

Efficiency

savings

Shear
Stability

Drain Interval

CUSTOMER
BENEFITS
Up to 5% higher
yield from equipment
Broader operating
temperature range

Viscosity Index

Extended lifetime
EQUIVIS HE
Standard hydraulic oil (HV)
EQUIVIS HE is available in grades from 32 to 68.

Filterability

OPTIMAL USAGE
TEMPERATURE WINDOW
Viscosity

EQUIVIS HE operating range

Temperature
range

from -25
to 100°C

Optimal
viscosity
range

Operating range
for standard hydraulic oil
EQUIVIS HE
Standard hydraulic oil

STANDARDS
AND APPROVALS

In a hydraulic operating
system, the concept of
efficiency is closely related
to that of the pump, which
consumes a major part of
overall energy. The pump
transforms mechanical
power (flow and pressure),
whose efficiency is defined
by volume and hydromechanical performance.
EQUIVIS HE contributes to
improving energy efficiency
by optimizing these
parameters.
Pascal
Total product manager

EQUIVIS HE is based on technology that enables it to operate
in a broad temperature range. Its performance, characteristics,
and viscosity adapt equally well to low and high temperature
applications.

OPTIMAL EFFICIENCY

Viscosity

The oil film remains thin at low
temperatures: easier startup,
better equipment protection

The oil film remains thick
at high temperatures: less
leakage, higher productivity
EQUIVIS HE
Standard hydraulic oil

Temperature

EQUIVIS HE maximizes performance in hydraulic operating
systems. Its thermal and mechanical stability helps to maintain
ideal conditions for optimal operation.

More Power • Less Fuel

www.dynavis.com

DYNAVIS® technology makes it possible to formulate energy-saving,
multi-grade hydraulic lubricants. EQUIVIS HE uses this innovative additive
technology in optimized formulas.
DYNAVIS® is a registered trademark of Evonik Oil Additives GmbH.

www.lubricants.total.com/pro/industry.html
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• ISO 11158, HV
• DIN 51524-3, HVLP
• DENISON HF0, HF1, HF2

Temperature

